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Abstract
The Blu-ray Disc Association recently finished a new format
extension called Ultra HD Blu-ray. The new format supports
next-generation video technologies and several optional enhance-
ments. This paper provides an in-depth description of the video
technologies offered by Ultra HD Blu-ray and an overview of new
optional features. The Ultra HD Blu-ray format allows improve-
ment to the video representation by increasing the pixel code value
quantization to 10 bits, enabling representation of high dynamic
range imagery using SMPTE ST 2084 electrooptical transfer
function, enabling representation of wide color
gamut imagery using International Telecom-
munications Union Radiocommunication
Sector (ITU-R) BT.2020 color primaries, in-
creasing spatial resolution to 3840 � 2160,
and allowing increased frame rates up to 60p.
Carriage of mastering display color volume
metadata described by SMPTE ST 2086 and
new content metadata parameters called maxi-
mum content light level (MaxCLL) and max-
imum frame average light level (MaxFALL)
are also enabled by the new format. Addition-
ally, the Ultra HD Blu-ray format improves
compression efficiency by using the new
HEVC/H.265 video compression standard.
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Introduction

T
he Blu-ray Disc Association (BDA) completed its
work on the Ultra HD Blu-ray format specifica-
tion in May 20151 and began licensing in
August 2015.2 The Ultra HD Blu-ray format

specification represents the work of many companies over
a multiyear period. Much of the time spent developing
the new format was devoted to finding a consensus on the
requirements of the new format that met the objectives of
the various member companies. After the requirements
for the format extension were finalized, the technical

expert groups worked efficiently to create a specification
that met the agreed-upon requirements. The BDA also
created authoring guidelines and compliance testing pro-
cedures designed to help ensure a consistent high-quality
experience for Ultra HD Blu-ray users. This paper de-
scribes features of the Ultra HD Blu-ray format extension
with a focus on the video-related characteristics.

Disclaimer: The author is knowledgeable about the Ultra
HD Blu-ray format specification, has participated in its de-
velopment, and believes that the information in this paper is

accurate. The BDA did not prepare this
paper; therefore, it is recommended that
readers refer to the specification3 and
whitepaper4 released by the BDA for offi-
cial description of the format.

Mandatory, Optional,
and Out-of-Scope Features
The Ultra HD Blu-ray format extension
specification3,4 defines what can be
authored to an Ultra HD Blu-ray disc and
how an Ultra HD Blu-ray player plays
back a disc. Ultra HD Blu-ray features can
be segmented into the following categories:
1. Mandatory for discs and Mandatory

for players
2. Optional for discs and Mandatory for players
3. Optional for discs and Optional for players
4. Mandatory for discs
5. Mandatory for players
6. Out of scope of the Ultra HD Blu-ray format

The features in the category “Mandatory for discs and
Mandatory for players” are often referred to as the “manda-
tory features” of the format and will generally be the most
commonly used features since they will be available on ev-
ery disc and every player. The use of features in the “Op-
tional for discs and Mandatory for players” and “Optional
for discs and Optional for players” categories will generally
be determined by the marketplace, since optional features
for discs and players allow product differentiation. Features
in the “Mandatory for discs” or “Mandatory for players”
categories are usually related to compatibility.

Features that are out of scope of the format are related
to everything else that may be available with a disc or a
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player but are not related to a Blu-ray format itself. For
example, many Blu-ray players available in the market-
place have provided other features such as over-the-top
video streaming service applications, display of Joint Pho-
tographic Experts Group (JPEG) photos from storage
devices, DVD-Video disc playback, Audio-CD disc play-
back, and multimedia file playback via removable memory
or network sources that are not defined in the Blu-ray for-
mat. Other examples of out-of-scope features that have
been associated with Blu-ray discs are the bundling of
DVD-Video discs, Digital-Copy discs/codes, or UltraVio-
let redemption codes within a Blu-ray disc package that
are independent from the Blu-ray format.

Mandatory for Discs
and Mandatory for Players
Mandatory video characteristics describe the properties of
the video signal that must be authored to a disc and pre-
sented by a player. Several combinations of properties of
the video signal are allowed by the format, and the con-
tent author has the freedom to choose the most appropri-
ate allowed combinations of properties for a particular
content. The content author should select the properties
that represent the native format of the video essence or
the video essence should be converted into an allowed
video essence format before disc authoring. A Legacy
SDRi high definition (HD)-resolution format, which is
not a focus of this paper, using AVC/H.264 compression,
is also one of the allowed formats on Ultra HD Blu-ray,
and its use is expected mainly to allow for repurposing ex-
isting HD-resolution bonus material that has already been
encoded for release on Legacy Blu-rayii format. The de-
scription of the video properties in the rest of this paper is
focused on the new standard dynamic range (SDR) and
high dynamic range (HDR) video formats that represent
next-generation consumer video formats.

Video Resolution
The video signal must use progressive frame sampling
with a resolution of either 1920 � 1080 or 3840 � 2160.
Interlaced video field sampling is not permitted. The pic-
ture aspect ratio must be 16:9. If the content author
wishes to preserve the original aspect ratio of the content
that is different from 16:9, then letterbox or pillarbox
mattes are typically used to center the original aspect ratio
image inside the 16:9 container surrounded by black
pixels that fill the remainder of the 1920 � 1080 or
3840 � 2160 pixel array.

Video Frame Rates
The video signal must use one of the following pro-
gressive frame rates: 23.976p, 24.0p, 25.0p, 50.0p,
59.94p, or 60.0p. The 25.0p and 50.0p frame rates must
only be decoded by a player designed to interface with
50 Hz television systems. The format supports both
“fractional” frame rates, that is, 23.976p and 59.94p, and
“integer” frame rates, that is, 24.0p and 60.0p, so that
the format will be frame rate compatible as the industry
considers the impact of moving away from the usage of
fractional frame rates that were associated with the old
National Television System Committee (NTSC) analog
broadcasting system and have been widely used for
standard-definition (SD) and HD content production
and distribution over the last several decades.

Video Bit Depth
The video signal samples must use code value quantiza-
tion with 10 bits of precision.

Video Dynamic Range
Both SDR and HDR video signals are allowed in the for-
mat. SDR video signals are typically created for use with
the International Telecommunications Union Radiocom-
munication Sector (ITU-R) BT.1886 electrooptical trans-
fer function (EOTF).5 HDR video signals must be
created for use with the SMPTE ST 2084 EOTF.6

An EOTF defines the input/output relationship be-
tween the nonlinear (electrical) video signal that is input
to a display and the linear (optical) light values that are
produced by a display. Cathode ray tube (CRT) display
technology was used to display video signals to viewers
since the introduction of video itself in the middle of the
20th century until about the last decade, during which
CRT technology was largely phased out. In 2015, CRT
technology was no longer used to build displays. The
BT.1886 EOTF based on a gamma (power function expo-
nent) value of 2.4 is an approximation of the CRT EOTF
and continues to be used for the display of SDR video sig-
nals using modern display technology such as liquid crystal
display and organic light-emitting diode. This ensures that
the video content that was originally prepared for viewing
on a CRT will look correct on a modern display operating
in a similar viewing environment, although the actual dis-
play technology is radically different.

A typical reference viewing environment for SDR video
signals conforms to Recommendation ITU-R BT.2035,7

which describes the configuration of the room where video
mastering takes place and the configuration of the refer-
ence display. A reference display configured according to
BT.2035 is set up such that the reference white level, typi-
cally corresponding to 8-bit code value 235 (10-bit code
value 940) in Y0CbCr video format or 8-bit code value
255 (10-bit code value 1023) in full-range R0G0B0 video,
is configured to output a luminance equal to 100 cd/sq. m
(often called “nits”) and the reference black level, typically

i
“Legacy SDR” is a term used in the paper to describe a video

format that is allowed on the Ultra HD Blu-ray format but does
not represent a next-generation video format. Legacy SDR is also
allowed on Legacy Blu-ray format.

ii“Legacy Blu-ray” is a term used in this paper to describe the
original Blu-ray format that was released in 2006 and has been
updated with additional profiles since its original release. Legacy
Blu-ray has been mainly associated with HD-resolution video, al-
though SD resolution was also allowed on Legacy Blu-ray.
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corresponding to 8-bit code value 16 (10-bit code value
64) in Y0CbCr format or 0 code value in full-range
R0G0B0 video format, is configured to output a luminance
equal to 0.01 nits or lower. Major Hollywood studios typi-
cally master SDR video under conditions meeting the
BT.2035 specification. SDR video content produced by
smaller production companies may not always reflect mas-
tering under such well-controlled conditions.

The video signal is represented digitally by quantizing
each video sample with some precision (10 bits in the case
of Ultra HD Blu-ray) to a digital code value, and each
code value represents a particular target displayed lumi-
nance. Each 10-bit code value has different nonlinear rela-
tionships to the previous and next code values due to the
EOTF. For example, with the SDR format (100 nits
BT.1886 EOTF) the 10-bit code value 400 corresponds
to ð100 nits�ðð400� 64Þ=876Þ^2:4Þ ¼ 10:0278 nits, the
previous code value 399 corresponds to ð100 nits�

ðð399� 64Þ=876Þ^2:4Þ ¼ 9:9563 nits, and the next
code value 401 corresponds to ð100 nits�ðð401�
64Þ=876Þ^2:4Þ ¼10:0995 nits.iii The displayed luminance
differences between these codes are ð10:0278 nits �
9:9563 nitsÞ ¼ 0:0715 nits and ð10:0995 nits �
10:0278 nitsÞ ¼ 0:0717 nits, which represent relative per-
centages of ð0:0715 nits=10:0278 nitsÞ ¼ 0:71% and
ð0:0717 nits= 10:0278 nitsÞ ¼ 0:72%. This means that
the 10-bit SDR format can represent a minimum dis-
played luminance change of 0.71% or larger (by using
more than 1 code value) at 10 nits. At other luminance
values, the minimum relative change that can be repre-

sented can be relatively larger or relatively smaller; for ex-
ample, at code value 315 (about 5 nits), the minimum rel-
ative luminance change is 0.95%, whereas at code value
720 (about 50 nits), the minimum relative luminance
change is 0.37%.

Different combinations of quantization precision and
EOTF result in different distributions of code values
across the target displayed luminance range, which leads
to different limits of quantization performance at different
target displayed luminance values. Table 1 shows the
code values that would be used by various formats that
use different precisions (8 bits/10 bits/12 bits) and differ-
ent EOTFs (100 nits BT.1886, 1000 nits BT.1886,
10,000 nits BT.1886, and 10,000 nits ST 2084).

The Barten model of the human visual system pre-
dicts the human visual system’s ability to detect a change
in luminance. The Barten threshold is the percentage
luminance change at which a viewer can determine a
just-noticeable difference (JND).8 The Barten thresholds
for luminance targets of 5, 10, and 50 nits displayed under
reference viewing conditions are approximately 0.61%,
0.55%, and 0.46%, respectively, and the 10-bit SDR
format at those luminance targets has minimum relative
luminance changes of 0.95%, 0.71%, and 0.37%, respec-
tively. Therefore, the 10-bit SDR format has performance
above the Barten threshold at 5 and 10 nits (0.95% >

0.61% and 0.71% > 0.55%, respectively) and perfor-
mance below the Barten threshold at 50 nits (0.37% G

0.46%). This means that, if noise-free 10-bit SDR im-
agery has a 1 code value change centered around 5 or
10 nits, then this change may be visible to a human viewer
as a contouring or a banding visual artifact, whereas a
1 code value change centered at 50 nits would not be
visible, and the viewer would not see a visual artifact.

Display technology has advanced so that advanced
HDR displays can show enhanced shadow details,

TABLE 1. Code value examples of different formats.

iiiThe calculations used in this section with the BT.1886
EOTF are performed with a theoretically ideal but impractical ref-
erence black level of Lb ¼ 0 nits. Practical SDR displays imple-
menting the BT.1886 EOTF would likely have a nonzero black
level. The example values are centered on 10 nits, which is well
above the lower range of the video signal that is most affected by
a nonzero Lb.
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brighter specular highlight details, and brighter colors and
more saturated darks. A naive approach to supporting
HDR displays would be to simply use the BT.1886
EOTF with a larger luminance range, but this approach
would likely lead to significant visual artifacts, such as
contouring and banding, across a large portion of the in-
creased luminance range. The combination of quantiza-
tion and EOTF can be used to predict the minimum
relative luminance change allowed by the format, and that
minimum relative luminance change can be compared to
the Barten threshold to determine the luminance quanti-
zation performance of the format. If the minimum relative
luminance change of a format using a particular quantiza-
tion and EOTF is below the Barten threshold, then the
format will not introduce a visual artifact related to lumi-
nance quantization.

Table 2 summarizes the luminance quantization per-
formance of the Legacy SDR format, the SDR format,
the HDR format (labeled “HDR10” in the table and
throughout the rest of this paper), and the Dolby Vision
format (which is optional for discs and optional for
players) that are available on the Ultra HD Blu-ray for-
mat. Table 2 also provides a summary of the luminance
quantization performance of two hypothetical naive sys-
tems that support HDR using 1000 nits BT.1886 EOTF
and 10,000 nits BT.1886 EOTF that are not supported
on the Ultra HD Blu-ray format.

A color-coding scheme is used in Table 2, where the
green entries are less than or equal to the Barten thresh-
old, the yellow entries are 2.5 times the Barten threshold,
and the red entries are five times the Barten threshold.

The 10-bit SDR format has much better quantization
performance (lower percentages) compared to the 8-bit
Legacy SDR format used by Legacy Blu-ray and for most

other forms of consumer digital video distribution that
have occurred over the last two decades. The HDR10 for-
mat using 10 bits with SMPTE ST 2084 EOTF also has
better quantization performance (lower percentages) com-
pared to the 8-bit Legacy SDR format.

The HDR10 format has more uniform performance
across the entire luminance range compared to the hypo-
thetical naive systems that would support HDR using
1000 nits BT.1886 EOTF and 10,000 nits BT.1886 EOTF
that are not supported by the Ultra HD Blu-ray format.
The Dolby Vision 12-bit ST 2084 format that is optional for
discs and optional for players results in quantization perfor-
mance that is below the Barten threshold across the entire
luminance range, which means that luminance quantization-
related visual artifacts will not be introduced by the quantiza-
tion performance of the Dolby Vision format.

Entertainment imagery often contains some amount of
noise, and the presence of noise in an imaging system al-
lows the system to operate farther from the Barten thresh-
old while not being affected by luminance quantization
visual artifacts (banding or contouring). This means that
quantization performance greater than the 10-bit SDR
and HDR formats used by the Ultra HD Blu-ray format
is not necessary to faithfully represent most entertainment
content that contains some noise such that the result is
free from luminance quantization visual artifacts (see, e.g.,
visual test results summarized in Table II in the work of
Miller et al.9). Other factors such as color-related (not
luminance-related) quantization artifacts can become sig-
nificant for wide color gamut encodings of HDR,10 but
the 10-bit HDR format should not be limited by substan-
tial amounts of visually significant color-related quantiza-
tion artifacts for entertainment imagery that often contains
some amount of noise.

TABLE 2. Barten threshold and minimum relative percentage luminance
change of different formats.
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The HDR10 and Dolby Vision formats are both based
on the ST 2084 EOTF that has a fairly uniform quantiza-
tion performance across the entire 10,000-nits luminance
range relative to the Barten threshold across the same lu-
minance range. This was, in fact, one of the design goals
of the “perceptual quantizer curve” (often called “PQ”)9

that makes up the core of the ST 2084 standard docu-
ment. Dolby’s PQ proposal was standardized in SMPTE
in 2014, with the original proponents of the standardiza-
tion work being Dolby, MovieLabs, Pixar, and the six ma-
jor Hollywood studios (Disney, Fox, Warner Bros.,
Universal Pictures, Paramount, and Sony Pictures Enter-
tainment).11 Its standardization in SMPTE as ST 2084
was an important step before its inclusion as a normative
reference in other standards documents, including H.265/
HEVC version 2,12 CEA-861.3,13 DECE CFF v2.1,14 and
the Ultra HD Blu-ray specification.

Video Color Encoding Primaries
An SDR video signal must use encoding primaries speci-
fied by either Recommendation ITU-R BT.202015 or
Recommendation ITU-R BT.709.16 An HDR video sig-
nal must use ITU-R BT.2020 encoding primaries.

Video Chroma Subsampling
The video signal must use chroma subsampling in the
nonconstant luminance Y0CbCr 4:2:0 format. The luma
and chroma equations are different when using BT.709
and BT.2020 color encoding primaries.

The luma and chroma equations used for BT.709 are
according to the ITU-R BT.709 specification and are
shown as follows:

Y0 ¼ 0:2126 � R0 þ 0:7152 �G0 þ 0:0722 � B0

Cb ¼ ðB0 � Y0Þ
1:8556

Cr ¼ ðR0 � Y0Þ
1:5748

The luma and chroma equations used for BT.2020 are
according to the ITU-R BT.2020 specification and are
shown as follows:

Y0 ¼ 0:2627 � R0 þ 0:6780 �G0 þ 0:0593 � B0

Cb ¼ ðB0 � Y0Þ
1:8814

Cr ¼ ðR0 � Y0Þ
1:4746

The two different chroma sample locations that are
allowed in the format, namely, chroma loc ¼ 0 and
chroma loc ¼ 2, are illustrated in Fig. 1. For
chroma loc ¼ 0, the first chroma sample location is

horizontally cosited with the first luma sample and
vertically interstitial between the first luma samples of
the first and second lines. For chroma loc ¼ 2, the first
chroma sample location is horizontally cosited with
the first luma sample and vertically cosited with the first
line’s luma sample. The ITU-R BT.709 specification does
not define a 4:2:0 format, whereas the ITU-R BT.2020
specification defines a 4:2:0 format consistent with
chroma loc ¼ 2.

If the video signal uses BT.2020 encoding primaries,
the chroma location must use chroma loc ¼ 2. If the video
signal uses BT.709 encoding primaries, the chroma loca-
tion must use either chroma loc ¼ 0 or chroma loc ¼ 2. If
the chroma sample location is unspecified within the
H.265/HEVC bitstream ðchroma loc info present flag ¼ 0Þ,
the decoder will assume a value of chroma loc ¼ 0.
The term “chroma_loc” used in this paper is an abbre-
viation for the H.265/HEVC video usability informa-
tion fields called chroma_sample_loc_type_top_field
and chroma_sample_loc_type_bottom_field. A high-
quality process that creates 4:2:0 signals from 4:4:4 sig-
nals or reconstructs 4:4:4 signals from 4:2:0 signals
would likely use filters with different phases to compen-
sate for the different chroma sample locations indicated
by chroma loc ¼ 0 and chroma loc ¼ 2.

Video Compression
SDR and HDR formats must use H.265/HEVC video
compression using Main10 Profile with High Tier and
Level 5.1. The maximum allowed peak bit rate of the
video elementary stream is 100 Mbits/sec, as constrained
by the relevant ISO/IEC HRD conformance and by the
MPEG-TS T-STD decoder buffer input rate. The maxi-
mum duration of a group of pictures is 1.001 sec. The
minimum and maximum numbers of slice segments are 1
and 34, respectively.

Additional constraints on the H.265/HEVC bitstream
are described in the format’s whitepaper4 and specification.3

Allowed Combinations of Video Characteristics
Not all combinations of the video characteristics are per-
mitted in the format. The allowed combinations are sum-
marized in Table 3.

Subtitles
Subtitles must be carried in a BD-ROM Presentation
Graphics (PG) stream. Subtitles use an 8-bit indexed (pal-
letized) format. For SDR BT.709 and SDR BT.2020
videos, a color lookup table (CLUT) is used to convert
each pixel in the subtitle image from an 8-bit index value
into 8-bit BT.709 Y0CbCrþ alpha values. A BT.709 to
BT.2020 color space conversion must be applied by the
player to convert the BT.709 subtitle pixel values to
BT.2020 before compositing with SDR BT.2020 10-bit
video. For HDR BT.2020 video, a CLUT is used to con-
vert each pixel in the subtitle from an 8-bit index value
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into 8-bit BT.2020 ST 2084 Y0CbCrþ alpha 8-bit values.
The 8-bit pixel values from the CLUT are multiplied by 4
before compositing with 10-bit video pixels. The subtitle
pixels and associated CLUT entry values can be changed
by the content author with frame accuracy.

Most authoring tools are designed to accept subtitle in-
put image files in a palletized 8-bit Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) file format and to generate the correspond-
ing CLUT entries and subtitle PG streams authored to the
disc. Different workflows for creating HDR subtitles are
being evaluated by the industry, mainly focused on either
creating new HDR subtitles directly in an 8-bit ST 2084
BT.2020 format or on converting subtitles prepared for Leg-
acy SDR video to ST 2084 BT.2020 HDR format, perhaps
with some extra luminance gain to increase visibility when
composited over HDR video that may contain bright pixels.

Graphics
Interactive menu graphics can use either High-Definition
Movie (HDMV) or Blu-ray Disc Java (BD-J) graphics
capabilities. HDMV graphics use the same basic format
as is used for subtitles (8-bit indexed values with

associated CLUT) and are carried in a BD-ROM Inter-
active Graphics (IG) stream. BD-J graphics typically use
“full-color” 32-bit sRGB graphics (8 bits for each R0,
G0, B0 þ alpha sample) and typically are stored on the
disc in PNG or JPEG format. BD-J graphics are used
frequently on major Hollywood studio releases using the
Legacy Blu-ray format.

Graphics are limited to HD resolution, and upscaling of
the graphics plane from 1920 � 1080 resolution to 3840 �
2160 resolution must be performed by a player when
compositing graphics with 3840 � 2160 video. Players
must have the capability to convert BD-J graphics in sRGB
format to BT.2020 SDR format, so that sRGB graphics can
be appropriately composited with BT.2020 SDR video for-
mat while preserving their original sRGB displayed color.

The Ultra HD Blu-ray specification went through
a minor specification update from V3.0 to V3.1 in
December 2015, after this paper was originally authored.
All Ultra HD Blu-ray discs and players that are currently
commercially available support the V3.1 specification. The
V3.1 specification update made some minor changes to
the compositing of BD-J graphics with HDR video. The

FIGURE 1. 4:2:0 luma and chroma sample locations.

TABLE 3. Allowed combinations of video parameters on Ultra HD Blu-ray format.
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author expects the BDA to make additional technical in-
formation about V3.1 specification publicly available via its
website25 by the summer of 2016.

Optional for Discs and Mandatory for Players

Static Metadata
Static metadata is metadata that does not change over the
duration of the playback of the associated video stream.
The SMPTE ST 2086, maximum content light level
(MaxCLL), and maximum frame average light level
(MaxFALL) static metadata items are optional for discs
and mandatory for players. Static metadata is optional
for discs, so that the content owner need not set the meta-
data values if they are unknown to the content owner during
disc authoring. Some past systems have required metadata
to be transmitted on a video interface, without allowing un-
known values, which can lead to situations where the meta-
data that is transmitted is unreliable for the receiving device.

In systems that require mandatory metadata transmis-
sion, if the metadata data values are unknown, there may
be a tendency to populate the mandatory metadata fields
with default values to fulfill the metadata transmission re-
quirement, but this can result in unreliable metadata be-
cause a device receiving the default metadata value cannot
tell whether the default value is in fact a valid value or the
default value was set because the valid value was unknown
or not available.

The downstream display devices connected to Ultra
HD Blu-ray players may be designed to modify the dis-
played image, based on the transmitted metadata values,
and therefore, the metadata items that are delivered by a
player should be reliable. Because the format allows the
static metadata field values on the disc to be marked as
unknown, the presence of a metadata value that is not
marked as unknown indicates that the content owner took
it to be valid during content authoring. Allowing valid
(known) metadata to be optional on disc but required to
be transmitted on an interface that supports it is a good
way to ensure that the metadata that is received by a con-
nected display is reliable metadata, assuming that the con-
tent authors respect the practice of marking unknown
metadata values as unknown.

The player must forward the ST 2086, MaxCLL, and
MaxFALL metadata information that is present on a disc
to a connected display, if the display interface between the
source (player) and the sink (display) supports transfer of
the SMPTE ST 2086, MaxCLL, and MaxFALL meta-
data. The format allows static metadata items to be associ-
ated with the video streams referenced by a playlist. The
static metadata items are allowed to change when the
playlist is changed.

The video interface specification CEA-861-F was re-
cently updated by specification CEA-861.3 to support
HDR signaling via the extended display identification data
mechanism and static metadata transmission from source

to sink via the auxiliary video information InfoFrame
mechanism, including the static metadata items ST 2086,
MaxCLL, and MaxFALL. The High-Definition Multime-
dia Interface (HDMI) standard was recently updated to
reference CEA-861.3 to support HDR signaling and static
metadata transmission in the HDMI 2.0a specification.

SMPTE ST 2086
The ST 2086 metadata is optional for discs for both SDR
and HDR video formats. The ST 2086 standard17 defines
the metadata fields used to represent the following six im-
portant pieces of information about the mastering display
that was used to perform the creative work (including ad-
justments and approval) for the corresponding video
signal:

• CIE xy chromaticity coordinate of the red display
primary

• CIE xy chromaticity coordinate of the green display
primary

• CIE xy chromaticity coordinate of the blue display
primary

• CIE xy chromaticity coordinate of the white point of the
display

• Maximum luminance of the display as configured for
the mastering process

• Minimum luminance of the display as configured for
the mastering process

ST 2086 metadata, often referred to as “Mastering
Metadata,” is likely to be consistent across content titles
mastered using the same facility, equipment, and master-
ing process. The ST 2086 metadata values, if present, are
stored in the playlist file on the disc. If the ST 2086 meta-
data values are also present within the HEVC/H.265 bit-
stream stored in supplemental enhancement information
(SEI) messages according to the syntax specified in section
D.2.27 of the HEVC/H.265 specification, then the values
being represented by the SEI messages should match the
values stored in the playlist on the disc, except that the
maximum and minimum luminance fields are represented
with different semantics in the SEI message compared to
the playlist representation (in units of 0.0001 nits utilizing
32 bits for each value in the SEI message compared to
units of 1 and 0.0001 nits utilizing 16 bits for each value in
the playlist representation, respectively). The representa-
tion used by CEA-861.3 is the same as the playlist
representation.

MaxCLL
The MaxCLL metadata value is optional for discs and is
allowed for the HDR video format. MaxCLL is not
permitted for the SDR video format. The MaxCLL
value is expected to vary from title to title, as different
mastering setups used by different content creators may
impose limits on the maximum light level mastered into
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the content. Additionally, the maximum light levels that
appear in HDR content may be limited for creative or
technical reasons.

To compute the MaxCLL for a particular content, the
max(R,G,B) operator is applied to all pixels in all frames
of the content to determine the maximum value
(MaxCLL) for that particular content. If a simple tone
mapping approach is used by the consumer display to re-
place pixel values in the content that are not representable
on the consumer display with pixel values that are repre-
sentable, then the MaxCLL could be used to define the
upper bound of the value of the pixels that will be encoun-
tered in that particular content. More information about
the techniques that can be used to compute the MaxCLL
value appears in Annex A of CEA-861.3 and also in a
recent Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-
VC) document.18 The unit of MaxCLL is candelas per
square meter (nits).

MaxFALL
The MaxFALL metadata value is optional for discs and is
allowed for the HDR video format. MaxFALL is not per-
mitted for the SDR video format. MaxFALL is expected
to vary from title to title.

To compute the MaxFALL for a particular content, the
average of the max(R,G,B) operator is applied to all pixels
in each frame to determine the frame-average maxRGB for
each frame. The MaxFALL value is set to the maximum
value of the frame-average maxRGB of all frames in the
content. The computation of the MaxFALL values only
considers the active image areas of the frame, which is rele-
vant when, for example, a 2.40:1 aspect ratio content is
stored in a 16:9 aspect ratio pixel array with letterbox
mattes for distribution to the home; hence, the MaxFALL
value can remain valid if cropping or zooming is applied to
the image. More information about the techniques that can
be used to compute the MaxFALL value appears in Annex
A of CEA-861.3 and in a recent JCT-VC document.18

The unit of MaxFALL is candelas per square meter (nits).

Playback of Dual Stream
A dual stream is a single transport stream that contains
separate SDR and HDR video-elementary streams and
subtitle assets but only one set of audio-elementary
streams that are commonly used. The use of a dual
stream allows the content author to provide both SDR
and HDR versions of the video and subtitles, which per-
mits playback to all connected display types while not
relying on the player’s HDR to SDR conversion imple-
mentation and while simultaneously saving disc space by
not duplicating audio-elementary streams. With the dual-
stream option, both the SDR and HDR versions of the
video need to be multiplexed in one transport stream sub-
ject to the maximum transport stream rate defined in the
specification. An alternative to the use of a dual stream is
to provide separate transport streams for HDR and SDR

video versions, which requires duplicate audio assets in
both the HDR and SDR transport streams, which in-
creases disc capacity usage.

Optional for Discs and Optional for Players

BD-J Graphics With SDR to HDR Conversion
The BD-J graphics subsystem of the Ultra HD Blu-ray for-
mat was designed to reuse the BD-J graphics subsystem
from the Legacy Blu-ray format while adding some small
changes to support overlaying graphics on SDR BT.2020
and HDR BT.2020 videos. If BD-J graphics are used with
HDR video, the player may implement an optional SDR to
HDR conversion with a gain factor to convert SDR sRGB
values stored in the graphics plane to BT.2020 ST 2084
HDR format. A gain factor associated with each playlist can
be used by the optional SDR to HDR conversion to in-
crease the luminance of the BD-J graphics so that they do
not appear dim when overlaid on top of HDR video that
may contain bright pixel areas. The BD-J application can
be designed to select alternative graphic asset files (such as
PNG or JPEG files) if the player does not support the op-
tional SDR to HDR conversion.

The steps outlined in Figs. 2 and 3 are two different
reference SDR to HDR conversion algorithms with a gain
factor to increase the luminance so there can be an im-
proved match of graphics luminance with the brighter
pixels that may appear in HDR video.

An SDR image that has been processed by one of
these SDR to HDR conversion algorithms will not possess
anymore dynamic range than it started with. If a gain value
greater than 1 is used as part of the conversion, then the
converted image will appear brighter than it would if the
SDR image were viewed with BT.1886 EOTF using
100 nits for reference white. Conceptually, this conversion
is just an EOTF format conversion with gain compared to
more advanced SDR to HDR conversion algorithms19 that
may attempt to actually increase the dynamic range of the
displayed image, which are often called “inverse tone map-
ping” algorithms. Player manufacturers may choose to im-
plement one of the algorithms described in Figs. 2 and 3,
or they may choose to implement other SDR to HDR con-
version algorithms of their own design if they choose to
support the optional conversion feature.

Graphics blending in consumer devices is often per-
formed using the Porter-Duff SRC_OVER compositing
operator, which results in a linear combination of the
foreground graphic plane pixel values and the background
video plane pixel values using the foreground graphic
plane pixel’s transparency, which is called alpha, as the
multiplicative factor according to the following equation:

blending result ¼ alpha � foreground
þ ð1� alphaÞ � background:
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The blending result can appear differently when the
blending calculation is operating on SDR pixel values ver-
sus operating on HDR pixel values. The differences are
most significant where there is a large luminance differ-
ence between the foreground graphic and the background
video and the graphic is semitransparent. The appearance
of the blending result using fully opaque or fully transpar-
ent graphics is not expected to be dependent on the
format of the pixel values. A content author that expects
the blending result to be the same, if the graphic is
converted by the optional SDR to HDR conversion,
should carefully examine the visual result involving semi-
transparent graphics.

Dolby Vision
A disc that contains HDR10 primary video may optionally
include an additional Dolby Vision enhancement layer
within the transport stream associated with that HDR pri-
mary video. The Dolby Vision enhancement layer is a
proprietary format that includes additional video data en-
coded using HEVC/H.265 video compression and dy-
namic metadata. A player may optionally support the
Dolby Vision feature. A connected display may optionally
support receiving Dolby Vision dynamic metadata from
a player.

A specification describing the dynamic metadata associ-
ated with the Dolby Vision feature has been submitted for

FIGURE 2. SDR to HDR conversion with gain and sRGB to BT.2020 color space conversion.
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standardization in the SMPTE, as part of the ST 2094 doc-
ument set, but has not yet completed the standardization
process as of September 2015 (the time of the submission
of this paper). Dynamic metadata for the Dolby Vision fea-
ture is information that is created during mastering that is
associated with the relationship between HDR and SDR
versions of a particular video frame. The dynamic metadata
used for the Dolby Vision feature in Ultra HD Blu-ray is
stored in the Dolby Vision enhancement layer.

The Dolby Vision codec architecture20 shown in
Fig. 4 uses an SDR base layer that is not allowed on
Ultra HD Blu-ray and an HDR enhancement layer;
hence, the base layer provides simple backwards com-
patibility with SDR devices and SDR displays. The
Dolby Vision codec architecture for Ultra HD Blu-ray
disc uses an HDR10 base layer and an HDR enhance-
ment layer, as shown in Fig. 5, and the base layer pro-
vides compatibility with HDR10 devices and displays,

but this architecture is optional for discs and optional
for players in the Ultra HD Blu-ray format. The Dolby
Vision codec architecture for Ultra HD Blu-ray provides
compatibility with SDR devices and SDR displays using
HDR to SDR conversion in the player that is controlled
with dynamic metadata.

In the use case in which a disc, a player, and a con-
nected display all support the Dolby Vision feature, the
HDR10 primary video stream and the special video-
elementary stream representing the Dolby Vision enhance-
ment layer are decoded. Following decoding, the Dolby
Vision enhancement layer video signal is combined with
the HDR10 video signal to make a resulting 12-bit
ST 2084 BT.2020 HDR video signal, and then, the 12-bit
HDR video signal and the dynamic metadata are sent to
the Dolby Vision capable display. The luminance quanti-
zation performance of Dolby Vision 12-bit ST 2084 format
is below the Barten threshold for the entire luminance

FIGURE 3. SDR to HDR conversion with gain.
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range, as shown in the rightmost column in Table 2 and
in Fig. 5(a) in the work of Miller et al.,9 whereas the color
quantization performance of 12-bit ST 2084 BT.2020
Y0CbCr format is below 1.5 DeltaE2000 JNDs for the en-
tire luminance range, as shown in figure 8 in the work of
Nezamabadi et al.10 The resulting Dolby Vision 12-bit
ST 2084 BT.2020 video signal format provided to a Dolby
Vision capable display should not cause visual artifacts re-
lated to luminance quantization or color quantization for
any type of imagery, including noise-free images.

In the use case in which a disc and a player support
the Dolby Vision feature but the connected display is
SDR and does not support Dolby Vision or the HDR10

format, the HDR10 primary video stream and the special
video-elementary stream representing the Dolby Vision
enhancement layer are decoded and combined to make a
resulting 12-bit ST 2084 BT.2020 HDR video signal,
which is then converted to SDR by the player utilizing the
Dolby Vision dynamic metadata, and the SDR video sig-
nal is sent to the connected SDR display.

In the use case in which a disc and a player support
the Dolby Vision feature but the connected display does
not support the Dolby Vision feature and only supports
the HDR10 format, only the HDR10 primary video
stream is decoded by the player, and the HDR10 video
signal is sent to the connected HDR10 display. In the use

FIGURE 4. The Dolby Vision codec architecture with SDR base layer and HDR enhancement layer.

FIGURE 5. The Dolby Vision codec architecture for Ultra HD Blu-ray uses HDR10 base layer.
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case in which a disc supports the Dolby Vision feature,
the player does not support the Dolby Vision feature, and
the connected display supports the connected HDR10
format, only the HDR10 primary video stream is decoded
by the player, and the HDR10 video signal is sent to the
connected HDR10 display. In the use case in which a
disc supports the Dolby Vision feature, the player does
not support the Dolby Vision feature, and the connected
display is SDR and does not support the HDR10 format,
only the HDR10 primary video stream is decoded by the
player, and the player converts the HDR10 video signal
into an SDR signal and sends the SDR signal to the con-
nected SDR TV.

The use cases described in this section, involving com-
binations of Dolby Vision and HDR10 technology and
their use in Ultra HD Blu-ray applications, are summa-
rized in Table 4.

Philips HDR
A disc that contains HDR primary video may optionally
include the Philips HDR feature. A player may optionally
support the Philips HDR feature. A disc that supports the
Philips HDR feature will contain an HDR10 primary
video stream that stores Philips HDR dynamic metadata
in the HEVC/H.265 bitstream’s private SEI messages.
Philips HDR dynamic metadata is information that
is created during mastering that is associated with
the relationship between HDR and SDR versions of a
particular video frame. A player that supports the Philips
HDR feature can support two different use cases illus-
trated in Fig. 6.

In the first use case, if the disc and the player support
the Philips HDR feature, the player will extract the Philips
HDR dynamic metadata from the SEI messages that may
be present in the video stream and send the extracted in-
formation along with the decoded HDR10 video signal to
a connected display if the display is capable of receiving
Philips HDR dynamic metadata. The connected display
will use the Philips HDR dynamic metadata to map the
received signal to its specific capabilities (e.g., peak lumi-
nance and black level).

In the second use case, if the disc and the player sup-
port the Philips HDR feature, the player will extract the
Philips HDR dynamic metadata from the SEI messages
that may be present in the video stream and use the infor-
mation to perform HDR to SDR conversion in the player
before sending SDR video to an SDR display.

The additional bit rate associated with the Philips
HDR dynamic metadata is approximately 10 kbits/sec.21

A specification describing the dynamic metadata associ-
ated with the Philips HDR feature has been submitted for
standardization in the SMPTE, as part of the ST 2094
document set, but has not yet completed the standardiza-
tion process as of September 2015 (the time of the sub-
mission of this paper).

Color Remapping Information
Color remapping information (CRI) is dynamic meta-
data developed by Technicolor.22–24 The syntax and se-
mantics of the CRI SEI are defined in sections D.2.32
and D.3.32 of HEVC/H.265 version 2.12 CRI is op-
tional for discs and players and may be used as an
HDR to SDR conversion feature. CRI dynamic

TABLE 4. Use case summary for combinations of Dolby Vision
and HDR10 for Ultra HD Blu-ray.
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metadata information can be created during disc author-
ing by analyzing both creatively approved HDR and
SDR video signals after the signals are finalized during
mastering. If a disc and a player both support the CRI
feature and the player is connected to an SDR display,
then the CRI dynamic metadata information is extracted
from the CRI SEI messages that would be present in
the HDR10 video stream and the information is used
to control an HDR to SDR conversion that is per-
formed in the player before sending the SDR video to
the SDR display.

A specification describing the dynamic metadata as-
sociated with the Technicolor CRI feature has been
submitted for standardization in SMPTE, as part of
the ST 2094 document set, but has not yet completed
the standardization process as of September 2015 (the
time of the submission of this paper).

Mandatory for Discs
Discs must pass a verification test in order to be released
as an Ultra HD Blu-ray disc.

Mandatory for Players

BT.709 to BT.2020 Conversion for HDMV Subtitles and
Graphics
Players must have the capability to convert PG subtitles
and IG graphics pixel values from SDR BT.709 Y0CbCr
to SDR BT.2020 Y0CbCr values before compositing with
SDR BT.2020 video.

sRGB to BT.2020 Conversion for BD-J Graphics
Players must have the capability to convert BD-J graphics
pixel values from sRGB to BT.2020 before compositing
with BT.2020 video.

BT.2020 to BT.709 Conversion
Players must have the capability to convert the output
video signal from BT.2020 to BT.709 to support legacy
display connection.

HDR to SDR Conversion
Players must have the capability to convert the output
video signal from HDR to SDR to support legacy display
connection.

Backwards Compatibility
Players must have the capability to playback Legacy Blu-
ray discs. Ultra HD Blu-ray players may optionally sup-
port playback of Blu-ray 3D discs.

Disc Capacity and Bit rates
Legacy HD Blu-ray BD-ROM format supports either one
or two 25-Gbyte disc layers, leading to 25 and 50-Gbyte
capacities, respectively. Ultra HD Blu-ray BD-ROM for-
mat supports two 25-Gbyte disc layers, two 33.4-Gbyte
disc layers, or three 33.4-Gbyte disc layers, leading to 50,
66, and 100-Gbyte disc capacities, respectively. The
50-Gbyte disc supports a maximum transport stream
bit rate of 81.7 Mbits/sec. The 66 and 100-Gbyte
discs support a maximum transport stream bit rate of
109 Mbits/sec. The 66 and 100-Gbyte discs also support
a two-zoned disc layout with an inner low-transfer-rate
zone and an outer high-transfer-rate (HTR) zone, with
the HTR zone supporting a maximum transport stream
bit rate of 127.9 Mbits/sec.

Conclusion
Next-generation consumer video will be enhanced by
increased quantization performance, higher frame rates,
higher resolution, wider color gamut, higher dynamic
range, and improved compression efficiency, allowing a
video representation with greater fidelity than was

FIGURE 6. Philips HDR for Ultra HD Blu-ray.
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previously available. This paper provided a summary of
how those next-generation video enhancements are sup-
ported by the Ultra HD Blu-ray format.
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